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How Do I Manage Encryption

This Quick Question topic is aimed at System Administrators and 
provides general management and administration details for 
database and media encryption, provided in Quantify 5A and 
above.

Overview
Your Red Box recorder supports full AES 256 bit encryption – encrypted 
at rest. The recorder database and all recorded media can be encrypted. 

As you would expect, encryption doesn’t need any administrator 
attention as such, but there are a few options and considerations that 
you should be aware of.

Options & Considerations

Architecture

The block diagram below illustrates a “typical” system to show the use of 
encryption, secure connections, and points where data is encrypted or 
unencrypted. We can’t cover every specific system in this Quick Question 
topic, but the general connections and data flow should apply. Also, 
although the block diagram shows secure connections between the 
recorder and various system components, these need to be set up and 
configured for your system (that is, secure connections are optional).
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Core Options

Encryption covers two main sets of data – the recorder database, and the recorded media. You have the following 
options:

Unencrypted: Here, encryption would not be licensed on the recorder (fully disabled) so the database and recorded 
media would remain unencrypted.

Database Only: Encryption is licensed on the recorder (full database will be encrypted), but media encryption is 
disabled (recorded media remains unencrypted). This may be useful in some circumstances for performance purposes 
(see “Recorder Performance” on page 3). 

Database & Media: Encryption is licensed on the recorder (full database will be encrypted), and media encryption is 
enabled (future recorded media will be encrypted – historical media will remain as is). 

Note that once encryption is licensed on the recorder, it’s impossible to revoke the license (disable database encryption). 
Also, Media Encryption can be enabled and disabled, as needed, at any time – see “Configure Encryption” on page 4.

Upgrades

If your recorder is being “upgraded” and encryption is licensed (previously not licensed), please note that once upgraded 
it’s impossible to downgrade your software or revoke the license (disable database encryption).

Once upgraded and licensed, your entire database on the recorder will be encrypted. For recorded media data, this is 
only encrypted from the point that media encryption is enabled – any historical data, stored locally or on a NAS, will 
remain as is.

Licenses

Encryption is licensed on the recorder using an Encryption license in the Recorder group. Once licensed, the recorder 
requires a restart in order to enable the feature and encrypt the database. If this is being enabled as part of a recorder 
upgrade which contains historical data, the restart may take some time so we recommend this is performed outside of 
normal operating hours.

Encryption Keys

During install, an Encryption Key will be generated using a “customer supplied” passphrase (one per server – recorder 
server or Media Server). We recommend that you keep a secure backup of all passphrases and associated Encryption 
Keys. Please note – YOU MUST RETAIN all Encryption Keys and passphrases or your data will become inaccessible if you 
have a recorder hardware crash or similar serious failure. Retaining these means that an engineer can ensure archived 
data will remain accessible in the future. Red Box are not responsible for passphrases, keys, or any loss of data.
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Server Topologies

For Primary/Secondary recorder pairs, both recorders must have encryption configured in the same way – both 
Unencrypted, both Database Only, or both Database & Media.

For Multi Standalone recorder systems, we recommend all recorders have encryption configured in the same way.

Media Servers must have encryption licensed and configured if one or more recorders are using encryption. Also, the 
Encryption Key for each recorder must be imported to the Media Server – this will usually be performed at install but 
Encryption Keys can be imported at any time as detailed in “Configure Encryption” on page 4.

Recorder Performance

As mentioned, Media Encryption can have an impact on recorder performance, depending on system loading and 
data throughput. It’s difficult to provide an exact performance impact figure as it’s dependent on so many factors, but 
performance can be up to 30% lower with Media Encryption enabled. If this is an issue (for example, an unacceptable 
channel count reduction), we recommend that a higher specification server is used for the recorder – or you can disable 
Media Encryption if needed (can be disabled at any time – see “Configure Encryption” on page 4). If you need more 
information, please discuss this further with your Red Box installation engineer or approved consultant.

Storage

If you want to import a NAS from an unencrypted recorder into an encrypted recorder, there are no special 
considerations. 

If you want to import a NAS from an encrypted recorder, the importing recorder must have encryption enabled and will 
also require the Encryption Key from the other recorder – this will usually be performed at install but Encryption Keys 
can be imported at any time as detailed in “Configure Encryption” on page 4. 

Note that NAS Compression and Archiving to DVD do not support encryption.

Exported Metadata and/or Call Audio

Any recording that you export using Quantify (single export or bulk export) is exported as unencrypted, accessible 
format, data files (WAV, TXT, CSV, XML). Once exported, the data should be regarded as “uncontrolled” so you’ll likely 
want to implement additional data protection measures for these files. 

Data can also be exported using the Red Box Call Brokers, including export for Transcription. Once exported, the data is 
unencrypted and remains that way (although data can still be transferred using secure connections). Any Transcription 
data re-imported back onto the recorder for use within Quantify (Transcription Search), will be “re-encrypted”.
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Configure Encryption
In general, it’s unlikely that you’ll need to use the encryption configuration page, but there are a few options you 
should be aware of. To access the configuration page, login to Quantify using a System Administrator account and go to 
Configuration > Setup > Encryption.

• Enable/Disable Media Encryption

After install/upgrade, you may need to enable or disable Media Encryption (change state) for some reason. This may 
be due to performance needs or for data access requirements. 

To enable/disable Media Encryption, simply tick or untick the Encrypt Media option and click Apply to apply the 
change (no restart is required). For recorded media data, the change is only applied to new data recorded after the 
change was made. 

Whether you login to a recorder or a Media Server to apply this change, the change is only applied to the individual 
server. Please keep in mind all of the various considerations we’ve already covered to ensure continuing data access.

• Export/Import Key

As stated previously, you may need to share Encryption Keys between recorders and Media Servers to allow access to 
data (media or database) encrypted by different servers in your Red Box system. This would have been done for you 
at install/upgrade, but you may want to make changes to your system in the future – for example, you may want to 
import a NAS from a different recorder, or add a recorder to a Media Server group.

To export a key, enter and confirm your Encryption Key Passphrase, and click Export.

To import a key, scroll to the bottom of the config page and enter the details – Browse and select the key file 
you want to import, enter a Friendly Name to help identify the specific server, and finally, enter the appropriate 
Encryption Key Passphrase used to generate the Encryption Key you want to import. Click Import to import the key.
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